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WHY AXIOM

We understand temporary surface protection. We help you choose the best solution for your project to ensure that you save 
time and money, avoid disruption to your construction schedule, maximize profitability on your projects, and prevent damage 
to your reputation.

Simply put, we help you

SAVE TIME
PROTECT NOW SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO DEAL WITH TIME CONSUMING REPAIRS AT THE END OF YOUR  PROJECT

SAVE MONEY
AVOID COSTLY REPAIRS OF DAMAGED SURFACES BY PROTECTING THEM CORRECTLY

 LOOK GOOD
PORTRAY A PROFESSIONAL IMAGE TO YOUR CLIENTS AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC BY GOING THE EXTRA MILE

 Our head office is located in Calgary with locations in Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, and Montreal, making us truly Canada 
Wide. Team Axiom is dedicated to helping construction professionals save time, save money, and look good by using the 
correct temporary surface protection solutions on your projects. We are experts in temporary surface protection.

WHERE YOU WANT IT, WHEN 
YOU WANT IT. FREE DELIVERY 
CANADA WIDE ON ORDERS 
OVER $500.

WE ARE CUSTOMER 
FOCUSED, AND SOLUTION 
DRIVEN. WE WILL GET YOU 
THE RESULT YOU WANT.

WE SPECIALIZE EXCLUSIVELY 
IN TEMPORARY SURFACE 
PROTECTION. WE HAVE A 
SOLUTION THAT WILL WORK.

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

We actively look for problems in the construction industry to provide innovative solutions in the form of temporary surface 
protection products. All of our products are designed with the end user in mind. If it's not high quality, doesn't help make 
your job easier, or isn't worth the cost, then it's not Armour. That's the high standard we live by.

www.armoursurfaceprotection.com

Bulldog Board has a reputation in the industry as a high quality temporary floor protection solution that defends against 
damage. Bulldog Board comes standard with more features packed into it than any other paperboard floor protection on the 
market. All of this is wrapped up with exceptional value in an easy solution to keep your floors protected from damage during 
construction and renovations.

www.bulldog-board.com
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MEET THE TEAM

CUSTOM PRINTED

Stand out from the crowd with your own custom logo or brand printed directly onto our products. Many of our products can 
be ordered from the factory with your custom print when you meet the minimum order quantity for each individual product. 
You can view which products are available for this program when you shop our unique solutions.

To get an accurate price on printing your logo on a product, reach out to us for a proposal.

INTERESTED IN GETTING YOUR LOGO PRINTED ON OUR PRODUCTS?
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Get in touch with us and we will respond to you with options and a proposal.

We have a team of temporary surface protection experts ready to assist you with your project needs, no matter how big or 
small they are! Reach out to us by phone, text, email, or our online form and we will respond quickly - the #TeamAxiom way.

Go to www.axiomsp.ca/meet-the-team to view our growing #TeamAxiom.

PRODUCT SAMPLES

Sometimes you just need to try the product out or feel it in your hands to ensure it's going to work for your needs. We 
understand, and that's why we offer free product samples. Fill out the online form, or get in touch with us to request what 
you need, and we'll send it direct to the location you require with a free pack of candy, just to sweeten your day!

GET YOUR FREE AXIOM SAMPLE BOX NOW

Get in touch with us and we will send one out to you.
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HOW TO ORDER

We want to make it as easy as possible for you to deal with us, so here are some easy ways you can place an order.

•  Shop online and checkout at www.axiomsp.ca  
•  Phone in your order to one of our team members at 1-866-617-8502 or phone it in to your Regional Key Account Manager  
•  Text in your order to your Regional Key Account Manager
•  Email in your order to one of our team members at sales@axiomsp.ca or email it in to your Regional Key Account Manager

LIKE TO SET UP AN ACCOUNT WITH US?

Let us know your requirements and usages for your temporary surface protection needs and we will set you up with an 
account with competitive pricing to help you save time, save money, and look good!

NEED PROJECT ASSISTANCE?
NEED A QUOTE?

We have a team of temporary protection experts ready to assist you with your project needs, no matter how big or small they 
are! Reach out to us by phone, text, email, or our online form and we will respond quickly - the #TeamAxiom way.

LET’S TALK

Have a question about our solutions or services? Need advice on your temporary surface protection needs? Send us a 
message.

CONTACT



PRODUCTS

Browse our temporary surface protection products here. If you don't see what you need, reach out to us and let us know. We 
source our products direct from manufacturers globally so the chances are high that we can find what you need!
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FLOOR PROTECTION

BULLDOG BOARD LITE TEMPORARY FLOOR 
PROTECTION
Bulldog Board Lite offers many of the same features that our customers love in the regular 
Bulldog Board but at half the thickness. It has a reputation in the industry as a high quality 
temporary floor protection solution that defends against damage.  All of this is wrapped up with 
exceptional value in an easy solution to keep your floors protected from damage during 
construction and renovations. Bulldog Board Lite offers - ARMOUR SPILL PROTECTION - LAYS 
OUT FLAT AND FAST - ARMOUR BREATHE TECHNOLOGY - ARMOUR WALL PROTECTION - 
CONTRIBUTES TO LEED CREDITS - RE-USABLE AND 100% RECYCLABLE

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBL36100         36in X 100ft (300 sq.ft.)                      36 / skid

BULLDOG BOARD TEMPORARY FLOOR 
PROTECTION
Bulldog Board has a reputation in the industry as a high quality temporary floor protection 
solution that defends against damage. Bulldog Board comes standard with more features 
packed into it than any other paperboard floor protection on the market. All of this is wrapped up 
with exceptional value in an easy solution to keep your floors protected from damage during 
construction and renovations. Bulldog Board offers - ARMOUR SPILL PROTECTION - LAYS OUT 
FLAT AND FAST - ARMOUR BREATHE TECHNOLOGY - HEAVY DUTY PROTECTION - ARMOUR 
WALL PROTECTION - CONTRIBUTES TO LEED CREDITS - IMPACT RESISTANT - RE-USABLE 
AND 100% RECYCLABLE

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDB38100            38in X 100ft (317 sq.ft.)                     16 / skid
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ARMOUR PREMIUM CARPET FILM
Armour Premium Carpet Film is a temporary, yet extremely effective way to protect carpets from 
tracked in dirt, paint spills, dust, construction debris, and other construction damage. It protects 
up to 45 days with clean removal, and is fully waterproof. Since it's made from a white tear 
resistant film, it makes it easy to see areas that have not been covered and protected, and it can 
also be used for construction markings. Commonly used to protect hallways, rooms, stairs, and 
any other carpeted areas efficiently.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPCF24200            24in X 200ft (400 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF24500            24in X 500ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPCF36200            36in X 200ft (600 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF36500            36in X 500ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPCF48200            48in X 200ft (800 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF48500            48in X 500ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid

ARMOUR PREMIUM HARD SURFACE FILM
Armour Premium Hard Surface Film effectively protects hard surfaces from damage such as 
scuffs, scratches, dust, paint, drywall mud, and more. It's made from a blue tear resistant film 
and protects up to 45 days with clean removal. It is fully waterproof and commonly used to 
protect hard floors, cabinets, lockers, and any other hard surfaces efficiently.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPHSF24200         24in X 200ft (400 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF24500         24in X 500ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF36200         36in X 200ft (600 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF36500         36in X 500ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF48200         48in X 200ft (800 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF48500         48in X 500ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid

FLOOR PROTECTION
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FLOOR PROTECTION

ARMOUR PROTECTION FLEECE
Armour Protection Fleece is made from 160 gsm non-woven synthetic fibres with a tacky 
anti-slip coating on the under-side, and a waterproof layer on the top-side. This ensures that it 
stays in place without sliding around on the finished surface, and protects from any liquid 
penetration. Since it is soft and non-abrasive, it protects from scuffs and scratches especially on 
smooth high shine surfaces. Commonly used to protect hard floors, cabinets, countertops, 
shower bases, stairs, and more.
Often used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPF150                  1m X 50m (538 sq.ft.)                         30 / skid
AXAPF36100              36in X 100ft (300 sq.ft.)                      30 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION FLEECE - BREATHABLE
Armour Protection Fleece - Breathable offers the same great protection as the regular Armour 
Protection Fleece, but with the Armour Breathe Technology too! It breathes with a rating of 
25g/m2/24h Vapour Permeability which allows fresh floors to breathe whilst being protected. It is 
made from 160 gsm non-woven synthetic fibres with a tacky anti-slip coating on the under-side, 
and a waterproof layer on the top-side. This ensures that it stays in place without sliding around 
on the finished surface, and protects from any liquid penetration. Since it is soft and non-abra-
sive, it protects from scuffs and scratches especially on smooth high shine surfaces. Commonly 
used to protect hard floors that need time to breathe and cure such as concrete, hardwood, and 
more.
Often used in conjunction with Bulldog Board Tape - Breathable.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPFB150                1m X 50m (538 sq.ft.)                         30 / skid
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ARMOUR DEFENDER-GUARD
Armour Defender-Guard is a high strength temporary floor protection solution that can absorb 
liquids without weakening it. The top-side consists of an embossed pattern which offers extreme 
grip under foot, along with the anti-slip coating on the under-side to avoid it moving on the 
finished surface. Due to the type of material, Defender-Guard lays flat every time without 
recoiling, which allows the user to lay it down quickly and effectively. Since it is high strength, it 
is re-usable and can be cleaned by vacuum or by wiping it down, and easily rolled up for re-use. 
Defender-Guard offers - ARMOUR SPILL PROTECTION - LAYS OUT FLAT AND FAST - RE-US-
ABLE - SLIP RESISTANT
Often used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXADG38100              38in X 100ft (317 sq.ft.)                      42 / skid

Axiom has been great to deal with. Axiom was prompt in providing pricing 
and responses to any questions we may have had. Their staff was 
professional, friendly and helpful when it came to placing our custom order. 
Our products date of arrival was well communicated and everything arrived 
on time.

PROCUREMENT ADMINISTRATOR, ONNI GROUP - BRITISH COLUMBIA

FLOOR PROTECTION



ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - BLACK
Armour Protection Board - Black is a 2mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is versatile, 
easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary surface 
protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors, cabinets, walls, countertops, showers, 
doors, and more. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays 
flat, making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB2300B             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         20 / pack | 500 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
TRANSLUCENT
Armour Protection Board - Translucent is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect glazing and windows, floors, cabinets, 
walls, countertops, showers, doors, and more. Since it is translucent, it allows light to shine 
through for projects where natural light is important such as window protection or temporary 
hoarding. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650T             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid
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FLOOR PROTECTION



ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - GREY
Armour Protection Board - Grey is a High Density 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which 
is versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a tempo-
rary surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors in high traffic areas since it 
can withstand impact from carts, lifts, and other heavy duty traffic. It is also commonly used to 
protect doors, walls, and countertops, as it offers durable protection from high impact and heavy 
traffic, whilst being easy to handle, and often reusable. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, 
impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, making it a first choice for many construction 
professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB41250G           48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - WHITE FR
Armour Protection Board - White FR is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution where fire retardancy is required. It meets the fire test requirements 
of UL94HB standard V-0, and after two 10 second burn tests, the flame is extinguished within 30 
seconds without flammables falling off. Commonly used to protect floors, doors, walls, and 
more, since it's an excellent solution for use where there is high heat, sparks, or any other type 
of fire hazard. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape - FR.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPBFR4650W         48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                        10 / pack | 250 / skid
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FLOOR PROTECTION



ARMOUR NEOPRENE FLOOR RUNNER - RED
Armour Neoprene Floor Runners are a durable and reusable product designed to act as 
temporary walkways, and then rolled up and reused again. They lay flat with an anti-slip 
under-side that’s non-adhesive which means they work great on all surfaces including stairs. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAFR2720R             27in X 20ft (45 sq.ft.)                          1 / box
AXAFR27180R           27in X 180ft (405 sq.ft.)                      1 / box

ARMOUR NEOPRENE FLOOR RUNNER - BLUE
Armour Neoprene Floor Runners are a durable and reusable product designed to act as 
temporary walkways, and then rolled up and reused again. They lay flat with an anti-slip 
under-side that’s non-adhesive which means they work great on all surfaces including stairs. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAFR2720B             27in X 20ft (45 sq.ft.)                          1 / box
AXAFR27180B           27in X 180ft (405 sq.ft.)                      1 / box
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FLOOR PROTECTION



BULLDOG BOARD PAPER
Bulldog Board Paper is made from 100% recycled paper with a 40lb basis weight. It works great 
for light foot traffic areas for short project timelines, or for protecting walls, cabinets, glass, and 
more from dust and paint, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBP36900        36in X 900ft (2700 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid
AXABDBP60900        60in X 900ft (4500 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid
AXABDBP72900        72in X 900ft (5400 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION FOAM
Armour Protection Foam is a lightweight foam product that is 3/32in thickness making it flexible, 
easy to cut, and impact resistant. It works well as a buffer between a finished surface and a 
more durable protection solution on top. It's easy to use and install, and very cost effective. 
Commonly used for floors, walls, countertops, cabinets, millwork, and more.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPRF33224750      24in X 750ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    3 / skid
AXAPRF33236750      36in X 750ft (2250 sq.ft.)                    2 / skid
AXAPRF33248750      48in X 750ft (3000 sq.ft.)                    1 / skid
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FLOOR PROTECTION



ARMOUR DOOR PROTECTION SLEEVES
Armour Protection Door Sleeves are a simple and cost effective solution used to protect doors 
from scuffs, scratches, dust, paint, and more, during projects. They are made from thick poly 
material for durability, and are open on 1 side, enabling them to slide over doors with ease. 
Simply tear off a door sleeve on the perforated roll and slide it over the door to protect.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXADS37865              37in X 86.5in                                       40 / roll
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DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION

After using this material on multiple projects to protect a variety of surfaces 
from ceramic tile to carpet tile I have not found another product that offers 
the versatility and quality of protection that Axiom Fleece provides. The ease 
of installation and removal is also a huge advantage and saves time and 
money on every project I have completed. To add to this the waterproof 
protection is second to none and I have yet to have a issue with paint etc. 
seeping through to the finished floor beneath. All around great product at a 
reasonable price. 

SUPERINTENDENT, BIRD CONSTRUCTION - ALBERTA



ARMOUR FOAM EDGE PROTECTOR - 
O PROFILE
The Armour Foam Edge Protector - O Profile is conveniently sized with a 1.5in inside diameter 
and offers a quick and effective solution to protect vulnerable edges such as glass walls, window 
mullions, handrails, and more.  They are made from high density foam which offers great 
protection from impact damage, and makes them highly reusable from project to project.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAEP172                  1.5in X 72in                                         50 / case

ARMOUR FOAM EDGE PROTECTOR - 
U PROFILE
The Armour Foam Edge Protector - U Profile is available in 2 convenient sizes - a 3in and a 4.5in 
inside diameter for a quick and effective solution to protect vulnerable edges such as window 
mullions, door frames, handrails, and more. They are made from high density foam which offers 
great protection from impact damage, and makes them highly reusable from project to project.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAEP372                   3in X 72in                                            35 / case
AXAEP472                   4.5in X 72in                                         30 / case
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DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION



DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION

ARMOUR FOAM DOOR JAMB PROTECTOR
Armour Foam Door Jamb Protectors are a unique yet simple product for protecting door jambs 
and door frames quickly and effectively. Made from high density foam, they protect vulnerable 
door jambs and door frames from impact damage on projects. They are extremely lightweight, 
easy to install, and highly reusable.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXADJP672                6in X 72in                                            24 / case

ARMOUR CARDBOARD DOOR JAMB 
PROTECTOR
The Armour Cardboard Door Jamb Protector is a durable and cost effective solution for 
protecting door frames and jambs from getting damaged. They are made from high density 
compressed card material that offers protection from impact. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXACDJP4960            4in-9in X 60in                                     50 / case
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ARMOUR CORNER GUARD EDGE PROTECTOR
Armour Corner Guard Edge Protectors are made from high density compressed card material 
that offers protection from impact. They are reusable time after time making them a low cost but 
effective way to protect any corner from damage. Other sizes available for special order.
Commonly used in conjunction with the Freestanding Corner Guard Base.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXACGEP336             3in X 3in X 36in                                   500 / skid

FREESTANDING CORNER GUARD BASE
The Freestanding Corner Guard Base is bright orange which stands out so it’s easy to see where 
the corners are on your projects. Since it’s freestanding, you don’t have to worry about taping or 
fastening the corner guard to a finished surface which may cause more damage. Simply slot the 
corner guard into the base, and place it in front of the surface you wish to protect. Reuse them 
time after time making them a low cost but effective way to protect any corner from damage. 
Commonly used in conjunction with the Armour Corner Guard Edge Protector.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXFSCGB                    6in X 6in                                              50 / case
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DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION



DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION

ARMOUR MULTI-USE PROTECTION TAPE
Armour Multi-Use Protection Tape is a thick and durable film for temporary protection of hard 
surfaces that removes cleanly without leaving residue. This is a great solution that offers cost 
effective protection from damages such as scuffs, scratches, and dust on any hard surface. 
Commonly used to protect showers, bathtubs, sinks, handrails, door and window frames, 
curtainwall glazing, mullions, door thresholds, and lot's more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAMPT3100             3in X 100ft (25 sq.ft.)                          48 / case
AXAMPT6100             6in X 100ft (50 sq.ft.)                          24 / case
AXAMPT12100           12in X 100ft (100 sq.ft.)                      12 / case
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ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - BLACK
Armour Protection Board - Black is a 2mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is versatile, 
easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary surface 
protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors, cabinets, walls, countertops, showers, 
doors, and more. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays 
flat, making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB2300B             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         20 / pack | 500 / skid
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DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
TRANSLUCENT
Armour Protection Board - Translucent is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect glazing and windows, floors, cabinets, 
walls, countertops, showers, doors, and more. Since it is translucent, it allows light to shine 
through for projects where natural light is important such as window protection or temporary 
hoarding. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650T             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid

I have been ordering from Axiom for a few months now and will be 
continuing to do so. Axiom has been providing great customer service and 
we have taken notice here in the Ottawa area. The Senior members of our 
team have Axiom in mind and we will be looking forward to using your 
products more in the future.

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT, ELLISDON - OTTAWA



DOOR & EDGE PROTECTION
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ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - GREY
Armour Protection Board - Grey is a High Density 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which 
is versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a tempo-
rary surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors in high traffic areas since it 
can withstand impact from carts, lifts, and other heavy duty traffic. It is also commonly used to 
protect doors, walls, and countertops, as it offers durable protection from high impact and heavy 
traffic, whilst being easy to handle, and often reusable. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, 
impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, making it a first choice for many construction 
professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB41250G           48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - WHITE FR
Armour Protection Board - White FR is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution where fire retardancy is required. It meets the fire test requirements 
of UL94HB standard V-0, and after two 10 second burn tests, the flame is extinguished within 30 
seconds without flammables falling off. Commonly used to protect floors, doors, walls, and 
more, since it's an excellent solution for use where there is high heat, sparks, or any other type 
of fire hazard. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape - FR.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPBFR4650W         48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                        10 / pack | 250 / skid



ARMOUR STAIR TREAD PROTECTOR
Armour Stair Tread Protectors are an extremely durable protection solution for quickly and 
effectively protecting stairs from getting damaged. They are made from 4mm thick high density 
fluted plastic with a pre-formed 3in lip designed to cover and protect the riser. They are 
lightweight, waterproof, easy to cut to size for smaller stairs, offering heavy duty impact 
resistance, and laying flat every time. Due to the durability, they are often reused on multiple 
projects.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXASTP                      8.5in X 36in X 3in                                20 / pack | 500 / skid
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STAIR TREAD & RISER 
PROTECTION

ARMOUR PROTECTION FLEECE
Armour Protection Fleece is made from 160 gsm non-woven synthetic fibres with a tacky 
anti-slip coating on the under-side, and a waterproof layer on the top-side. This ensures that it 
stays in place without sliding around on the finished surface, and protects from any liquid 
penetration. Since it is soft and non-abrasive, it protects from scuffs and scratches especially on 
smooth high shine surfaces. Commonly used to protect hard floors, cabinets, countertops, 
shower bases, stairs, and more.
Often used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPF150                  1m X 50m (538 sq.ft.)                         30 / skid
AXAPF36100              36in X 100ft (300 sq.ft.)                      30 / skid
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STAIR TREAD & RISER 
PROTECTION
ARMOUR PREMIUM CARPET FILM
Armour Premium Carpet Film is a temporary, yet extremely effective way to protect carpets from 
tracked in dirt, paint spills, dust, construction debris, and other construction damage. It protects 
up to 45 days with clean removal, and is fully waterproof. Since it's made from a white tear 
resistant film, it makes it easy to see areas that have not been covered and protected, and it can 
also be used for construction markings. Commonly used to protect hallways, rooms, stairs, and 
any other carpeted areas efficiently.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPCF24200            24in X 200ft (400 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF24500            24in X 500ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPCF36200            36in X 200ft (600 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF36500            36in X 500ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPCF48200            48in X 200ft (800 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPCF48500            48in X 500ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid

ARMOUR PREMIUM HARD SURFACE FILM
Armour Premium Hard Surface Film effectively protects hard surfaces from damage such as 
scuffs, scratches, dust, paint, drywall mud, and more. It's made from a blue tear resistant film 
and protects up to 45 days with clean removal. It is fully waterproof and commonly used to 
protect hard floors, cabinets, lockers, and any other hard surfaces efficiently.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPHSF24200         24in X 200ft (400 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF24500         24in X 500ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF36200         36in X 200ft (600 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF36500         36in X 500ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF48200         48in X 200ft (800 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF48500         48in X 500ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
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STAIR TREAD & RISER 
PROTECTION

ARMOUR NEOPRENE FLOOR RUNNER - BLUE
Armour Neoprene Floor Runners are a durable and reusable product designed to act as 
temporary walkways, and then rolled up and reused again. They lay flat with an anti-slip 
under-side that’s non-adhesive which means they work great on all surfaces including stairs. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAFR2720B             27in X 20ft (45 sq.ft.)                          1 / box
AXAFR27180B           27in X 180ft (405 sq.ft.)                      1 / box

ARMOUR NEOPRENE FLOOR RUNNER - RED
Armour Neoprene Floor Runners are a durable and reusable product designed to act as 
temporary walkways, and then rolled up and reused again. They lay flat with an anti-slip 
under-side that’s non-adhesive which means they work great on all surfaces including stairs. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAFR2720R             27in X 20ft (45 sq.ft.)                          1 / box
AXAFR27180R           27in X 180ft (405 sq.ft.)                      1 / box



ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - BLACK
Armour Protection Board - Black is a 2mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is versatile, 
easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary surface 
protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors, cabinets, walls, countertops, showers, 
doors, and more. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays 
flat, making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB2300B             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         20 / pack | 500 / skid
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STAIR TREAD & RISER 
PROTECTION

I was very happy with the protection products from you, especially the 
protection board. We were able to use it as floor protection as well as 
temporary vertical hoarding, both with great success. I will definitely be 
using the products on my next project.

SUPERVISOR, PCL CONSTRUCTION - BRITISH COLUMBIA
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KITCHEN & BATHROOM 
PROTECTION

BATHTUB PROTECTION LINER
Bathtub Protection Liners are manufactured from semi-flexible plastic to provide durable tub 
protection during construction and renovations. They come flat packed, and expand to fit 
standard tub styles from 14" - 16" in depth by pushing out the bottom of them into the tub. 
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Multi-Use Protection Tape or Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXBTP1416                14in-16in                                             35 / case

ARMOUR PREMIUM COUNTERTOP FILM
Armour Premium Countertop Film can be safely applied to the surface without damaging the 
countertop or leaving residue. With 45 day clean removal, this works as a great solution for 
protecting granite, marble, quartz, and various other countertop surfaces from scuffs, scratches, 
paint, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPCTF18600          18in X 600ft (900 sq.ft.)                     42 / skid
AXAPCTF24600          24in X 600ft (1200 sq.ft.)                   42 / skid
AXAPCTF30600          30in X 600ft (1500 sq.ft.)                   42 / skid



KITCHEN & BATHROOM 
PROTECTION
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ARMOUR MULTI-USE PROTECTION TAPE
Armour Multi-Use Protection Tape is a thick and durable film for temporary protection of hard 
surfaces that removes cleanly without leaving residue. This is a great solution that offers cost 
effective protection from damages such as scuffs, scratches, and dust on any hard surface. 
Commonly used to protect showers, bathtubs, sinks, handrails, door and window frames, 
curtainwall glazing, mullions, door thresholds, and lot's more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAMPT3100             3in X 100ft (25 sq.ft.)                          48 / case
AXAMPT6100             6in X 100ft (50 sq.ft.)                          24 / case
AXAMPT12100           12in X 100ft (100 sq.ft.)                      12 / case

ARMOUR PROTECTION FLEECE
Armour Protection Fleece is made from 160 gsm non-woven synthetic fibres with a tacky 
anti-slip coating on the under-side, and a waterproof layer on the top-side. This ensures that it 
stays in place without sliding around on the finished surface, and protects from any liquid 
penetration. Since it is soft and non-abrasive, it protects from scuffs and scratches especially on 
smooth high shine surfaces. Commonly used to protect hard floors, cabinets, countertops, 
shower bases, stairs, and more.
Often used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPF150                  1m X 50m (538 sq.ft.)                         30 / skid
AXAPF36100              36in X 100ft (300 sq.ft.)                      30 / skid
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KITCHEN & BATHROOM 
PROTECTION

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - BLACK
Armour Protection Board - Black is a 2mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is versatile, 
easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary surface 
protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors, cabinets, walls, countertops, showers, 
doors, and more. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays 
flat, making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB2300B             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         20 / pack | 500 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
TRANSLUCENT
Armour Protection Board - Translucent is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect glazing and windows, floors, cabinets, 
walls, countertops, showers, doors, and more. Since it is translucent, it allows light to shine 
through for projects where natural light is important such as window protection or temporary 
hoarding. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650T             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid



KITCHEN & BATHROOM 
PROTECTION
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ARMOUR LIQUID MASK
Armour Liquid Mask is a water-based yellow-transparent gel that forms a strong, flexible, and 
easily removable foil after drying, that offers protection against scratches, paint, drywall mud, 
cement, and more. With a coverage of 1000 sq.ft on average depending on the surface, it can be 
used for both renovations and new construction work in industrial, residential, or commercial 
applications. The foil has good adhesion to practically all non-porous surfaces and does not slip. 
When the work is done, the flexible membrane can be very simply pulled off the surface. 
Commonly used for protecting bathtubs, showers, sinks, and other hard surfaces.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXALM5                      5gal (18.92l)                                       1 / pail

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - GREY
Armour Protection Board - Grey is a High Density 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which 
is versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a tempo-
rary surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect floors in high traffic areas since it 
can withstand impact from carts, lifts, and other heavy duty traffic. It is also commonly used to 
protect doors, walls, and countertops, as it offers durable protection from high impact and heavy 
traffic, whilst being easy to handle, and often reusable. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, 
impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, making it a first choice for many construction 
professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB41250G           48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid
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KITCHEN & BATHROOM 
PROTECTION

ARMOUR PROTECTION FOAM
Armour Protection Foam is a lightweight foam product that is 3/32in thickness making it flexible, 
easy to cut, and impact resistant. It works well as a buffer between a finished surface and a 
more durable protection solution on top. It's easy to use and install, and very cost effective. 
Commonly used for floors, walls, countertops, cabinets, millwork, and more.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPRF33224750      24in X 750ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    3 / skid
AXAPRF33236750      36in X 750ft (2250 sq.ft.)                    2 / skid
AXAPRF33248750      48in X 750ft (3000 sq.ft.)                    1 / skid

Armour board was a fantastic investment in our apartment projects. Not only 
did it remove the constant maintenance of papering and reappearing floors, 
but we saw an absurdly low number of flooring deficiencies throughout the 
last phases of our project, saving time, coordination and most of all $$$$. 
Well worth the investment for a developer. 

PROJECT MANAGER, CROWNE PACIFIC - BRITISH COLUMBIA
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ARMOUR TAPE
Armour Tape is polyethylene backed and UV stabilized making it excellent for use with temporary 
surface protection products, both to seam them together and fasten them in place. With 60 day 
clean removal, Armour Tape is a great alternative to duct tape and other types, and works great 
as a general site tape. It comes standard with serrated edges on every roll for easy tearing, to 
help you save time on your project. Other colours and sizes available for special order.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAT4855                   48mm X 55m                                      24 / case
AXAT355                     3in X 55m                                            16 / case

BULLDOG BOARD TAPE
Bulldog Board Tape is a very tension resistant paper tape with high-tack adhesive, making it an 
excellent choice for seaming Bulldog Board and other paper based floor protection products 
together. This tape is designed to seam Bulldog Board together and should not be applied to a 
finished surface. For a clean removal solution, use Armour Tape. 

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBT3180            3in X 180ft                                          16 / case

ADHESIVE PROTECTION 
TAPES
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MASKING TAPE - BLUE
This high performance masking tape is designed to keep its holding power and will remove 
cleanly from most surfaces for up to 21 days. It is environmentally safe and ideal for painted 
walls, trim, glass, millwork, metal and a wide variety of other hard surfaces.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXMT160B                 1in X 60yd                                           48 / case
AXMT260B                 2in X 60yd                                           24 / case
AXMT360B                 3in X 60yd                                           16 / case

ARMOUR TAPE - FR
Armour Tape - FR is polyethylene backed and meets the fire test requirements of NFPA 701 
standard and ASTM E84 for fire retardancy. This is an excellent solution for use with temporary 
surface protection products where there is high heat, sparks, or any other type of fire hazard. It 
offers high visibility with a unique red stripe appearance allowing easy identificaton on site, 
especially to differentiate between regular and FR areas. It bonds well to different surfaces over 
a wide temperature range, and allows for clean and easy removal.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXATFR4855              48mm X 55m                                      24 / case
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BULLDOG BOARD TAPE - BREATHABLE
Bulldog Board Tape - Breathable is developed with a flexible and very porous non-woven 
material, with a synthetic adhesive for seaming temporary floor protection materials. It is hand 
tearable and allows floors to breathe whilst being protected.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBTB3180        3in X 180ft                                           16 / case

ADHESIVE PROTECTION 
TAPES

ARMOUR MULTI-USE PROTECTION TAPE
Armour Multi-Use Protection Tape is a thick and durable film for temporary protection of hard 
surfaces that removes cleanly without leaving residue. This is a great solution that offers cost 
effective protection from damages such as scuffs, scratches, and dust on any hard surface. 
Commonly used to protect showers, bathtubs, sinks, handrails, door and window frames, 
curtainwall glazing, mullions, door thresholds, and lot's more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAMPT3100             3in X 100ft (25 sq.ft.)                          48 / case
AXAMPT6100             6in X 100ft (50 sq.ft.)                          24 / case
AXAMPT12100           12in X 100ft (100 sq.ft.)                      12 / case



ADHESIVE PROTECTION 
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I would like to express my appreciation for exceptional service received in my 
recent project. I was under a tight timeline and you clearly understood my 
deadline and moved forward cheerfully. I received the product on site the 
next day in good condition. I look forward to doing more business with you in 
the near future.

PROJECT MANAGER, TRUSPACE - ALBERTA

ARMOUR PREMIUM HARD SURFACE FILM
Armour Premium Hard Surface Film effectively protects hard surfaces from damage such as 
scuffs, scratches, dust, paint, drywall mud, and more. It's made from a blue tear resistant film 
and protects up to 45 days with clean removal. It is fully waterproof and commonly used to 
protect hard floors, cabinets, lockers, and any other hard surfaces efficiently.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPHSF24200         24in X 200ft (400 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF24500         24in X 500ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF36200         36in X 200ft (600 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF36500         36in X 500ft (1500 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPHSF48200         48in X 200ft (800 sq.ft.)                      72 / skid
AXAPHSF48500         48in X 500ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
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ARMOUR PREMIUM GLASS FILM - 90 DAY
Armour Premium Glass Film acts as a barrier of protection for windows against various 
elements such as dust, scratches, drywall mud, paint, and more. It protects for up to 90 days 
with clean removal, leaving no residue behind. Commonly used on general construction and 
renovation projects, interior & exterior painting, door & window manufacturing, drywalling, 
stucco, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPGF24600B         24in X 600ft (1200 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPGF36600B         36in X 600ft (1800 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid
AXAPGF48600B         48in X 600ft (2400 sq.ft.)                    42 / skid

GLASS & WINDOW
PROTECTION

ARMOUR PREMIUM GLASS FILM - 180 DAY
Armour Premium Glass Film acts as a barrier of protection for windows against various 
elements such as dust, scratches, drywall mud, paint, and more. It protects for up to 180 days 
with clean removal, leaving no residue behind. Commonly used on general construction and 
renovation projects, interior & exterior painting, door & window manufacturing, drywalling, 
stucco, and more.

SKU:                                   SIZE:                                                   PACKAGED:
AXAPGF24600B-180      24in X 600ft (1200 sq.ft.)               42 / skid
AXAPGF36600B-180      36in X 600ft (1800 sq.ft.)               42 / skid
AXAPGF48600B-180      48in X 600ft (2400 sq.ft.)               42 / skid



GLASS & WINDOW
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ARMOUR MULTI-USE PROTECTION TAPE
Armour Multi-Use Protection Tape is a thick and durable film for temporary protection of hard 
surfaces that removes cleanly without leaving residue. This is a great solution that offers cost 
effective protection from damages such as scuffs, scratches, and dust on any hard surface. 
Commonly used to protect showers, bathtubs, sinks, handrails, door and window frames, 
curtainwall glazing, mullions, door thresholds, and lot's more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAMPT3100             3in X 100ft (25 sq.ft.)                          48 / case
AXAMPT6100             6in X 100ft (50 sq.ft.)                          24 / case
AXAMPT12100           12in X 100ft (100 sq.ft.)                      12 / case

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
TRANSLUCENT
Armour Protection Board - Translucent is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect glazing and windows, floors, cabinets, 
walls, countertops, showers, doors, and more. Since it is translucent, it allows light to shine 
through for projects where natural light is important such as window protection or temporary 
hoarding. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650T             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid
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GLASS & WINDOW
PROTECTION
ARMOUR FOAM EDGE PROTECTOR - 
O PROFILE
The Armour Foam Edge Protector - O Profile is conveniently sized with a 1.5in inside diameter 
and offers a quick and effective solution to protect vulnerable edges such as glass walls, window 
mullions, handrails, and more.  They are made from high density foam which offers great 
protection from impact damage, and makes them highly reusable from project to project.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAEP172                  1.5in X 72in                                         50 / case

ARMOUR FOAM EDGE PROTECTOR - 
U PROFILE
The Armour Foam Edge Protector - U Profile is available in 2 convenient sizes - a 3in and a 4.5in 
inside diameter for a quick and effective solution to protect vulnerable edges such as window 
mullions, door frames, handrails, and more. They are made from high density foam which offers 
great protection from impact damage, and makes them highly reusable from project to project.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAEP372                   3in X 72in                                            35 / case
AXAEP472                   4.5in X 72in                                         30 / case



GLASS & WINDOW
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ARMOUR LIQUID MASK
Armour Liquid Mask is a water-based yellow-transparent gel that forms a strong, flexible, and 
easily removable foil after drying, that offers protection against scratches, paint, drywall mud, 
cement, and more. With a coverage of 1000 sq.ft on average depending on the surface, it can be 
used for both renovations and new construction work in industrial, residential, or commercial 
applications. The foil has good adhesion to practically all non-porous surfaces and does not slip. 
When the work is done, the flexible membrane can be very simply pulled off the surface. 
Commonly used for protecting bathtubs, showers, sinks, and other hard surfaces.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXALM5                      5gal (18.92l)                                       1 / pail

BULLDOG BOARD PAPER
Bulldog Board Paper is made from 100% recycled paper with a 40lb basis weight. It works great 
for light foot traffic areas for short project timelines, or for protecting walls, cabinets, glass, and 
more from dust and paint, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBP36900        36in X 900ft (2700 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid
AXABDBP60900        60in X 900ft (4500 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid
AXABDBP72900        72in X 900ft (5400 sq.ft.)                    32 / skid



Axiom have provided me with surface protection products on two projects to 
date, and have been excellent in both their customer service and delivery 
times. My main focus was to find products that were durable, which in turn 
would save projects money by not having to regularly replace damaged pro-
tection. In Axiom I found both the products, and the durability required.

SUPERINTENDENT, STUART OLSON - ALBERTA

HVAC PROTECTION

ARMOUR PREMIUM DUCT FILM
Armour Premium Duct Film can be used to protect uninstalled and partially installed ductwork 
from contaminants such as dust and dirt. This product is tried and tested by some of Canada's 
largest HVAC and sheet metal manufacturing organizations ensuring the highest level of quality 
and tear resistance.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPDF24200            24in X 200FT (400 sq.ft.)                   6 / case | 72 / skid
AXAPDF36200            36in X 200FT (600 sq.ft.)                   6 / case | 72 / skid
AXAPDF48200            48in X 200FT (800 sq.ft.)                   6 / case | 72 / skid
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ARMOUR PREMIUM ZIPPER KIT
The Armour Premium Zipper Kit includes 2 heavy duty zippers and 2 hooks to hold the poly up 
when the entry way is open. These self adhesive zippers are durable, cost effective, and easy to 
use, meaning you can create a temporary entry way in any dust barrier in just minutes.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPZK                      84in X 3in                                            2 / box

ARMOUR PREMIUM ZIPPER DOOR KIT
The Armour Premium Zipper Door Kit includes 1 poly door with 2 heavy duty zippers attached, 1 
roll (18ft) of double sided tape for securing the door to the frame, and 2 hooks to hold the poly up 
when the entry way is open. This kit is durable, cost effective, and easy to use, meaning you can 
create a temporary sealed entry way on any standard door in just minutes.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPZDK                   4ft X 7.5ft                                            1 / pack

DUST CONTROL
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ARMOUR TAK-MAT PADS
Armour Tak-Mat Pads come with 30 sheets sticky sheets per pad that grab dirt and debris from 
footwear, leaving floors clean and damage free. Great for dust control in environments such as 
hospitals and healthcare facilities, and job sites in the finishing stages. They are easy to use - 
just peel away the top sheet when used and dusty to reveal clean sheets underneath.
Commonly used in conjunction with the Armour Tak-Mat Base.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXATM2436B              24in X 36in                                          10 / box | 50 / case

ARMOUR TAK-MAT BASE
The Armour Tak-Mat Base is a low profile plastic base which helps to hold Armour Tak-Mat Pads 
in place on a variety of floor surfaces. It allows the Tak-Mat Pads to be moved to different 
locations and areas without having to stick the pad directly to the floor since it has a grippy 
surface underneath to help it stay in place without moving.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tak-Mat Pads.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXATMB2436             24in X 36in                                          1 / box
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BUFFALO BOOTIES BOOT COVER - NON SKID 
(150 PAIRS)
Buffalo Booties come in a bigger size of 18.7” long, and are made from a material that is 50% 
stronger than other brands. With a super stretch design, they are much easier to put on, and 
offer 100% non-skid performance to protect against dirt, dust, and moisture.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXBB150                    18.7in                                                  150 / case

POLYPROPYLENE BOOT COVER (25 PAIRS)
The basis weight on these Boot Covers is 30 GSM tested ASTM D3776, which offers a lightweight, 
economy, and disposable solution with elastic ankles, serged seams, and an anti-skid design.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXBC25                      17in                                                     25 / pack

DUST CONTROL
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POLYPROPYLENE SHOE COVER (50 PAIRS)
The basis weight on these Shoe Covers is a 30 GSM tested ASTM D3776 which offers a 
lightweight, economy, and disposable solution with elastic ankles.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXSC50                       17in                                                      50 / pack

The carpet film has been a life saver! This is my first time using this product 
and I will be contacting you on my future projects to order more.

FIELD OPERATIONS, FORTIS GROUP - ONTARIO
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DUST CONTROL

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
WHITE
Armour Protection Board - White is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is versatile, 
easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary surface 
protection solution. Commonly used as a temporary hoarding solution where a dust barrier or 
temporary wall is required, especially in healthcare facilities since it is easy to clean and 
sanitize. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650W             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                        10 / pack | 250 / skid

ARMOUR PROTECTION BOARD - 
TRANSLUCENT
Armour Protection Board - Translucent is a 4mm thick fluted plastic sheet product which is 
versatile, easy to use and install, and can be used in many different applications as a temporary 
surface protection solution. Commonly used to protect glazing and windows, floors, cabinets, 
walls, countertops, showers, doors, and more. Since it is translucent, it allows light to shine 
through for projects where natural light is important such as window protection or temporary 
hoarding. It is lightweight, waterproof, flexible, impact resistant, easy to cut, and it lays flat, 
making it a first choice for many construction professionals Canada wide.
Commonly used in conjunction with Armour Tape.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXAPB4650T             48in X 87in (29 sq.ft.)                         10 / pack | 250 / skid
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RE-U-ZIP MOUNTING STRIPS
These easy to use, peel-and-stick mounting strips help you maximize the value and extend the 
lifespan of your RE-U-ZIP Dust Barrier Entry Systems. Equipped with a high-quality adhesive 
backing, these mounting strips only require an ordinary utility blade to cut and are fully 
compatible with both the zipper and magnetic products. 
Commonly used in conjunction with the RE-U-ZIP Dust Barrier Zipper and RE-U-ZIP Magnetic 
Self-Closing Entry Strip.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXRUZMS3                 79in X 2in                                            3 / box

RE-U-ZIP DUST BARRIER ZIPPER - STARTER 
KIT
With this simple innovative adhesive hook and loop design, it’s easy to install, adjust, remove and 
reuse dust barrier zippers. Each starter kit contains 1 heavy duty reusable and lockable zipper, 2 
disposable mounting strips and 1 convenient storage bag. They are quick and easy to install, and 
very cost effective as they can be reused time after time with just the purchase of new mounting 
strips. It's cost effective, reusable, easy to fold up and store, and interchangeable with other 
RE-U-ZIP products.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXRUZDBZSK            79in X 2in                                           1 / box
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DUST CONTROL

RE-U-ZIP MAGNETIC SELF-CLOSING ENTRY 
STRIP KIT
Using the RE-U-ZIP mounting strips, you can turn any plastic barrier into a hands-free, self 
closing magnetic entryway in minutes. This reusable and durable magnetic, handsfree barrier 
entry combines heavy duty magnets with a compact design to create a product that is strong 
enough to get the job done but small enough to be easily transported and stored. The kit 
contains 1 reusable Magnetic Self-Closing Entry Strip, 4 disposable peel and stick mounting 
strips, and 1 carry case. It's cost effective, reusable, easy to fold up and store, and interchange-
able with other RE-U-ZIP products.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXRUZMEK                80in X 2.25in                                      1 / box

RE-U-ZIP DUST BARRIER ZIPPER-PRO 
BUNDLE
With this simple innovative adhesive hook and loop design, it’s easy to install, adjust, remove and 
reuse dust barrier zippers. Get everything you need to take on your next project in this one 
convenient package. The Zipper Pro Bundle includes 6 reusable zippers, 12 peel-and-stick 
mounting strips, 12 zip ties, and a durable carry case to take your trusty zippers from one site to 
the next.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXRUZZPB                 79in X 2in                                           1 / box
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ZIPWALL POLES - 10FT
Spring-loaded ZipWall poles secure a dust barrier up to 10 feet high. Strong and lightweight 
stainless steel construction. Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and plate. Package contains 
ZipWall poles with parts (heads, plates, and GripDisk™ non-slip pads). Quick & easy to set up — 
no ladders, no tape, no damage. Poly sheeting sold separately.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWZP2                    10ft                                                      2 / box

ZIPWALL POLES - 12FT
Spring-loaded ZipWall poles secure a dust barrier up to 12 feet high. Strong and lightweight 
stainless steel construction. Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and plate. Package contains 
ZipWall poles with parts (heads, plates, and GripDisk™ non-slip pads). Quick & easy to set up — 
no ladders, no tape, no damage. Poly sheeting sold separately.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWSLP2                 12ft                                                      2 / box
AXZWSLP6                 12ft                                                      6 / box



ZIPWALL KIT - 10FT
Four spring-loaded ZipWall poles secure a dust barrier up to 10 feet high and 30 feet wide. 
Strong and lightweight stainless steel construction. Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and 
plate. This kit includes four poles with parts (heads, plates, and GripDisk™ non-slip pads), two 
self-adhesive zippers with flap hooks, and a carry bag. It is a perfect ZipWall® starter kit. Quick 
& easy to set up — no ladders, no tape, no damage. Poly sheeting sold separately.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWZP4                   10ft                                                      4 / box
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ZIPWALL POLES - 20FT
The tallest pro dust barrier ZipWall pole – Indispensable for high ceilings and great for smaller 
jobs too. Includes ZipWall spring-loaded poles secure a dust barrier up to 20 feet high. Strong 
and lightweight anodized aluminum construction. Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and 
plate. Package includes ZipWall poles with parts (heads, plates, and GripDisk™ non-slip pads). 
Quick & easy to set up — no ladders, no tape, no damage. Poly sheeting sold separately.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWKT20                 20ft                                                      2 / box
AXZWZ2012               20ft                                                      12 / box



I am impressed with the level of damage it can endure and I will definitely be 
using your product on future projects.

 SUPERINTENDENT, CLARK BUILDERS - ALBERTA
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ZIPWALL KIT - 12FT
Four spring-loaded ZipWall poles secure a dust barrier up to 12 feet high and 30 feet wide. 
Strong and lightweight anodized aluminum construction. Innovative non-skid, non-marking head 
and plate. This kit includes four poles with parts (heads, plates, and GripDisk™ non-slip pads), 
two standard zippers, and a carry bag — the perfect ZipWall® starter kit! Quick & easy to set up 
— no ladders, no tape, no damage. Poly sheeting sold separately.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWSLP4                  12ft                                                      4 / box
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ZIPWALL DUST BARRIER TOOLKIT
Arrive on the job ready to set up a dust barrier in minutes. Everything you need to create a dust 
barrier up to 16 feet wide and seal it on all four sides. The ZipWall® Toolkit is loaded with 
time-saving products that are easy to use and can be configured to solve most dust barrier 
needs. Save money compared to buying all components separately.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWTK                     12ft                                                      1 / box

ZIPFAST REUSABLE BARRIER PANEL
Made of high-tech fabric, this panel can be quickly zipped together with other ZipFast™ panels to 
create a barrier as wide as needed. Machine washable.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWZF5                   5ft X 12ft                                              1 / box
AXZWZF10                 10ft X 12ft                                            1 / box
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ZIPWALL MAGSTRIP DUST BARRIER 
FASTENER
Powerful magnetic strips easily attach to the steel grid of a drop-ceiling using a ZipWall pole and 
the specially designed applicator. No ladders or tape are required! A quick and safe tool for 
commercial contractors for keeping a barrier tight between poles. Each package includes four 
26” magnetic strips and one applicator for use with a ZipWall® pole. Pole is not included.

SKU:                               SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWMS4                   26in                                                     4 / box

ZIPWALL FOAMRAIL TAPELESS SEAL - 2 PACK
Two 4 foot aluminum rails with two T-Clip connectors. Attach to any ZipWall pole and tightly seal 
a barrier along the ceiling, floor, or walls. Require no ladders or tape and leave no damage. Can 
be used with plastic sheeting or ZipFast reusable barrier panels.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXZWFR2                   4ft                                                        2 / box
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POLY SHEETING ROLL - LIGHT (CLEAR)
The poly sheeting light rolls are used in many applications in construction such as dust control, 
paint overspray protection, and more. 

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXPL500                    102in X 59ft (500 sq.ft.)                      175 / skid
AXPL1500                  102in X 177ft (1500 sq.ft.)                  127 / skid
AXPL101500              10ft X 150ft (1500 sq.ft.)                     125 / skid

POLY SHEETING ROLL - MEDIUM (CLEAR)
The poly sheeting medium rolls are used in many applications in construction such as temporary 
hoarding, dust control, paint overspray protection, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXPM500                   102in X 59ft (500 sq.ft.)                      130 / skid
AXPM1000                 10ft X 100ft (1000 sq.ft.)                     104 / skid
AXPM1500                 102in X 177ft (1500 sq.ft.)                   74 / skid
AXPM2000                 20ft X 100ft (2000 sq.ft.)                      67 / skid
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POLY SHEETING ROLL - REINFORCED (WHITE)
The poly sheeting reinforced rolls are used in many applications in construction such as 
temporary hoarding, structure enclosures, dust control, restoration and abatement, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXRPE20100              20ft X 100ft (2000 sq.ft.)                    20 / skid

POLY SHEETING ROLL - HEAVY (CLEAR)
The poly sheeting heavy rolls are used in many applications in construction such as temporary 
hoarding, dust control, restoration and abatement, and more.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXPH1000                  10ft X 100ft (1000 sq.ft.)                    104 / skid
AXPH2000                  20ft X 100ft (2000 sq.ft.)                     53 / skid
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BULLDOG BOARD KNIFE
The Bulldog Board Knife is the perfect solution to effectively cut Bulldog Board Temporary Floor 
Protection products. It allows the user to cut the floor protection without damaging the floor 
surface below since the 2 blades are covered which protects the finished surface from getting 
damaged due to accidental slips. With a lightweight and ergonomic handle, it allows the user to 
maintain total control with all cuts making it the safe option for cutting temporary floor 
protection.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXABDBK                   5.75in                                                 10 / pack

Their response time is exceptional if you find yourself in a pinch and they 
deliver which helps out our site guys.

PROJECT MANAGER, GOVAN BROWN - ALBERTA
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SEAM TAPE DISPENSER
The Seam Tape Dispenser has been engineered to roll smoothly and precisely applying tape to 
the seams of your temporary floor protection. This tool makes the job a lot quicker, easier, and 
more efficient, and it decreases the likelihood of back injury from bending over to apply the seam 
tape manually. It is universal and works with any size of tape roll up to 4.5in wide with a standard 
core size.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXUTD                        up to 4.5in                                          1 / box

CARPET FILM APPLICATOR
The Carpet Film Applicator makes it easy to unroll carpet film and apply it smoothly onto your 
carpeted floors. The whole unit is made from metal including the frame and rollers making it a 
durable unit that will last. The rollers have built in bearings ensure a smooth and consistent 
application, making it easy for the user. AXCPFA48 accommodates 48" rolls of film, and 
AXCPFAU accommodates 24", 30" and 36" rolls of film.

SKU:                              SIZE:                                                        PACKAGED:
AXCPFAU                    24in 30in 36in                                    1 / box
AXCPFA48                  48in                                                     1 / box
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FEEDBACK

We want you to be 100% satisfied with your order, so if something isn't quite right please let your Regional Key Account 
Manager know, or get in touch with us below and we'll make it right!

PHONE 1-866-617-8502
EMAIL sales@axiomsp.ca
 
POST A PICTURE OR LEAVE A REVIEW

Use the hashtag
#DefendAgainstDamage
And tag us in your post

WANT TO SHARE YOUR AXIOM EXPERIENCE?

We want to hear about it! Leave your feedback.

Browse our website and blog for up-to-date information and advice on temporary surface protection solutions from the 
experts in the industry.

Go to www.axiomsp.ca/blog to view the latest.

TEMPORARY SURFACE
PROTECTION BLOG

SIGN UP FOR NEWS AND INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Go to www.axiomsp.ca and sign up to stay in touch with the latest.




